Introduction {#tca12352-sec-0005}
============

Lung cancer is the most common cause of cancer‐related death worldwide, a finding partly resulting from the small proportion of patients presenting with early‐stage disease.[1](#tca12352-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#tca12352-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#tca12352-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} The recommended treatment for early‐stage non‐small‐cell lung cancer (NSCLC) is a lobectomy, but many patients with stage I NSCLC do not undergo surgery because of comorbidities or patient preference.[4](#tca12352-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}

The adoption of minimally invasive techniques for lobar resection has been one of the important advances in thoracic surgery. As a minimally invasive alternative to open thoracotomy, video‐assisted thoracic surgery (VATS) is the preferred modality in the latest American College of Chest Physicians Evidence‐based Guidelines for early‐stage NSCLC.[5](#tca12352-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} VATS lobectomy is an accepted oncologic approach for early‐stage NSCLC.[6](#tca12352-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#tca12352-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#tca12352-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}

Stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT) is a treatment option for stage I patients who are medically inoperable or refuse surgery. SBRT has achieved local control (LC) and overall survival (OS) rates comparable with lobectomy in non‐randomized studies in medically inoperable or elderly patients.[9](#tca12352-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#tca12352-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#tca12352-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} SBRT can also achieve high LC and low toxicity in patients with peripheral lung metastases and limited oligometastatic disease.[12](#tca12352-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#tca12352-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#tca12352-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}

Until now, no randomized trials comparing VATS lobectomy with SBRT have been conducted and non‐randomized comparisons may be hampered by imbalances in baseline characteristics between both groups. Propensity score analysis allows for matching across a broad range of baseline factors, creating two similar groups for comparison. As both VATS and SABR are routinely available to patients worldwide, we carried out a meta‐analysis using a mixed effects model to compare OS and disease‐free survival (DFS) after both treatments for patients with clinical stage I--II NSCLC.

Methods {#tca12352-sec-0006}
=======

Literature search strategy {#tca12352-sec-0007}
--------------------------

We conducted a bibliographic search for original research articles, using multiple electronic databases, including PubMed, MEDLINE, Embase, and ISI Web of Science. For comparison, both VATS and SBRT studies were retrieved from the same databases within the same publication period. To effectively identify relevant articles, a protocol for structured literature retrieval was followed. The retrieval results for each step are detailed in Figure [1](#tca12352-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}.

![Selection strategy of studies enrolled in the current meta‐analysis.](TCA-7-442-g002){#tca12352-fig-0001}

Selection criteria {#tca12352-sec-0008}
------------------

The following eligibility criteria were applied: (i) original English articles published between January 2010 and October 2015; (ii) early‐stage NSCLC strictly limited to stage I and II disease with reference to the 7th edition of Cancer Staging by the American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC); (iii) VATS was the abbreviation for video‐assisted thoracoscopic surgery, equivalent to video‐assisted thoracic surgery; and (iv) SBRT was the abbreviation for stereotactic body radiation therapy, equivalent to stereotactic ablative radiotherapy and stereotactic radiosurgery.

Surgical procedures in early‐stage NSCLC could be either full anatomical resections including lobectomy, bilobectomy, and pneumonectomy, or limited lung resection including sublobar resection, segmentectomy, and wedge resection. Studies with treatment using hypofractionated radiation therapy with fraction dose \> 8 Gy and fraction number ≤ 8, were categorized as SBRT according to the SBRT definition.[6](#tca12352-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#tca12352-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#tca12352-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} OS and/or DFS data were reported or could be extrapolated based on published results. Some authors had more than one report meeting that met the inclusion criteria. To minimize data overlap, each report was analyzed to ensure that only the report with the latest results and largest patient number was enrolled. If the patient population was from a different time period or different outcomes were reported, both reports were included in the analysis.

Data extraction {#tca12352-sec-0009}
---------------

Two reviewers independently extracted the data from all studies. Additional data from SBRT studies obtained included: first author; publication year; research type; research year range; total patients; operable patient percent; male percent; median age; clinical stage; path; tumor size; dose range; biological equivalent dose (BED)~10~; and follow‐up period. Additional data from VATS studies included: first author; publication year; research type; research year range; total patients; male percent; median age; surgery process; clinical stage; and follow‐up period. Disagreements were resolved by consensus between the two reviewers. The majority of studies were retrospective (all 13 VATS studies were retrospective and 2 out of 24 SBRT studies were prospective). Survival data, not available within the context, were extracted from the survival curve using Engauge Digitizer V4.1 (Slashdot Media, La Jolla, CA, USA). At the same time, the extracted survival data were confirmed with data available in context in the same year. The acceptable error was ± 0.05.

Data analysis {#tca12352-sec-0010}
-------------

The primary objective of the meta‐analysis was to compare OS rates of SBRT patients with those of surgery patients with early‐stage NSCLC. As a first step, overall raw summary statistics for each outcome measure were calculated by treatment. These statistics were not calculated to compare outcomes between treatments (because of the substantial differences in patient populations) but rather to summarize typical outcomes following treatment of a particular patient population. A multivariate random effects model was used to provide a meta‐analysis of the summary survival curve data while adjusting for potential confounders.[17](#tca12352-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#tca12352-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} Survival estimates were ln‐minus‐ln transformed, whereas ln(time) was included as a covariate in addition to fixed covariates for treatment (SBRT or VATS), age, and portion of operable patients. The resulting estimated survival curves were in the Weibull family. Study‐specific random effects for the intercept and the slope of time were included to account for correlation within the study over time. An unstructured between‐study covariance matrix was used. Parameters were estimated in an iterative manner, updating the within‐study correlations, using repeated calls of process mixed in SAS V9.4 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA). Using this mixed random effects model, we calculated the hazard ratio (HR) for treatment adjusting for age and portion of operable patients, as well as the estimated survival probabilities at fixed times when the median age was 70 years and percentage of operable patients was 100%. Because standard errors or confidence intervals (CIs) of the survival values were not often provided, we estimated the within‐study variance--covariance matrix using the reported survival proportions and the number of subjects in follow‐up at a given time point.[18](#tca12352-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#tca12352-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} The number of subjects in follow‐up was estimated from reported median follow‐up times and an assumed exponential loss to follow‐up time distribution. The median of the reported median follow‐up times was used for the studies that did not report follow‐up times. Confidence intervals were calculated based on variability between study level outcomes, representing both between‐study heterogeneity and sampling variation. Various sensitivity analyses were performed to assess the robustness of the results to modeling choices, such as which confounding variables to include.

Results {#tca12352-sec-0011}
=======

Literature search and characteristics {#tca12352-sec-0012}
-------------------------------------

A total of 54 VATS and 87 SBRT articles meeting the initial screen criteria were collected for full‐text review. Among these, 19 were prospective and 122 were retrospective studies, with a total of 9821 patients. After excluding duplicate studies, studies that did not report survival data, and focused on other species, 13 retrospective VATS articles with a total of 3436 patients (Table [1](#tca12352-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}), and 24 SBRT articles of two prospective studies and 22 retrospective studies with a total of 4433 patients (Table [2](#tca12352-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}) were included in this study. Overall, the patients who received VATS treatment were significantly younger than those who received SBRT (67.1 ± 4.9 vs. 74.5 ± 6.5 years, respectively, *P* \< 0.0001). There were no significant differences in gender between the two treatment modalities (51.0% vs. 61.1% for men in the VATS and SBRT groups, respectively; *P* = 0.0406). The mean follow‐up was longer in VATS than in SBRT studies (27.8 vs. 41.3 months, respectively).

###### 

Data of VATS studies (January 2010 to October 2015) included in the meta‐analysis

  Author                                                             Publication year   Reseach type   Research year range   Total patients   Male   Med ian age   Surgical Procedure (no. of patients)   Clinical stage   Follow‐up               
  ------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------ -------------- --------------------- ---------------- ------ ------------- -------------------------------------- ---------------- ----------- ------ ---- --------
  Kim *et al.* [20](#tca12352-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}              2010               R              2003--2008            436              /      /             LR (436)                               248              188         13     44   \>20
  Puri *et al.* [21](#tca12352-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}             2010               R              2000--2006            841              /      65            /                                      621              220         \>24        
  Sugi *et al.* [22](#tca12352-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}             2010               R              2001--2004            139              36.2   64            LLR (43), LR (95)                      128              11          \>60        
  Yamashita *et al.* [23](#tca12352-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}        2011               R              2003--2008            109              60.6   70            LLR (38), LR (71)                      83               26          /      /    \>27.5
  Marty‐Ané *et al.* [24](#tca12352-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}        2013               R              1996--2011            312              65.1   62            LR (364)                               183              90          10     29   \>60
  Verstegen *et al.* [9](#tca12352-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}         2013               R              2007--2013            64               56.3   68            LR (64)                                39               24          \>48        
  Battoo *et al.* [25](#tca12352-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}           2013               R              2002--2012            67               43     65            LR (67)                                23               25          /           
  Gonzalez‐Rivas *et al.* [26](#tca12352-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}   2014               R              2010--2012            87               70.1   65            LR (87)                                59               15          6      1    /
  Nakano *et al.* [27](#tca12352-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}           2014               R              2010--2012            464              55.7   68            LR (464)                               /                /           /      /    /
  Ghaly *et al.* [28](#tca12352-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}            2015               R              2000--2013            91               37     72            LLR (91)                               85               6           ‐      ‐    \>21.5
  Murakawa *et al.* [29](#tca12352-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}         2015               R              2001--2010            101              51.5   69            LR (101)                               51               30          18     2    60
  Nwogu *et al.* [30](#tca12352-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}            2015               R              2004--2010            175              48     69            LR (175)                               /                /           /      /    60
  Zhou *et al.* [31](#tca12352-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}             2015               R              2006--2012            550              38     68            LR (493), LLR (57)                     /                /           /      /    \>32.4

LLR, limited lung resection; LR, lobar resection; M, months; R, retrospective; VATS, video‐assisted thoracic surgery; /, not reported or obscure.

###### 

Data of SBRT studies (January 2010 to October 2015) included in the meta‐analysis

  Author                                                         Publication year   Research type   Research year range   Total patients   Operability   Male   Median age   Clinical stage         Pathological confirmation   Tumor size   Dose range       BED10      Follow‐up (m)                                                               
  -------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------ --------------- --------------------- ---------------- ------------- ------ ------------ ---------------------- --------------------------- ------------ ---------------- ---------- ---------------------- ------------------ --------------------------------- -------------------
  Baba *et al.* [32](#tca12352-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}         2010               R               2004--2008            124              32.4          67.7   77           87                     37                          /            /                91.9       m27                    44,48,52           92.4105.6119,6                    26 (7--66)
  Ricardi *et al.* [33](#tca12352-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}      2010               P               2003--2007            62               9.7           83.9   74           43                     19                          /            /                64.5       \<50                   45                 124                               28 (9--60.7)
  Timmerman *et al.* [34](#tca12352-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}    2010               P               2004--2006            55               0             38     72           44                     11                          /            /                100        \<50                   54                 151.2                             34.3 (4.8--49.9)
  Haasbeek *et al.* [35](#tca12352-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}     2011               R               2003--2009            63               0             67     74           46                     17                          /            /                38.1       Major \< 70, 2 \> 70   60                 105                               35
  Matsuo *et al.* [36](#tca12352-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}       2011               R               1998--2007            101              36.6          73.3   77           33                     40                          28           /                100        \<= 40                 48                 105.6                             31.4
  Nath *et al.* [37](#tca12352-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}         2011               R               2007--2009            48               0             62%    79           /                      /                           /            /                /          /                      48                 105.6                             21 (10--41)
  Chang *et al.* [38](#tca12352-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}        2012               R               2005--2009            130              26.2          51.5   74           112                    18                          /            /                /          \<50                   50                 112.5                             26
  Grills *et al.* [14](#tca12352-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}       2012               R               1998--2010            483              13            52     74           304                    159                         10           5\*              64         /                      20--64             132                               19.6 (1.2--87.6)
  Nuyttens *et al.* [39](#tca12352-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}     2012               R               2006--2009            56               5.4           /      73           /                      /                           /            /                /          m41                    48                 \>86.4                            23
  Senthi *et al.* [40](#tca12352-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}       2012               R               2003--2011            676              31            61     73           /                      /                           /            /                /          /                      54--60             105--180                          32.9 (14.9--50.9)
  Shibamoto *et al.* [41](#tca12352-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}    2012               R               2004--2008            180              33.3          68.3   77           128                    52                          /            /                100        12--50                 44,48,52           92.4105.6119.6                    36
  Takeda *et al.* [42](#tca12352-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}       2012               R               2005--2011            115              27            78     78           /                      /                           /            /                100        /                      40--50             72--100                           21.2 (6--63.7)
  Badiyan *et al.* [43](#tca12352-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}      2013               R               2004--2009            120              0             52     74           /                      /                           /            /                80.8       /                      54                 151.2                             29
  Griffioen *et al.* [44](#tca12352-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}    2013               R               2003--2012            62               /             66     72           /                      /                           /            /                /          10--69,6--42           54--60             \>100                             44
  Yoon *et al.* [45](#tca12352-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}         2013               R               2007--2009            93               /             80.6   61           /                      /                           /            /                /          20 (10--60)            30--60             /                                 25.6
  Haidar *et al.* [46](#tca12352-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}       2014               R               2002--2012            55               21.3          63.5   78           37                     18                          /            /                58.2       25 (10--5)             48--56             106.5--168                        24.2 (1.9--64.6)
  Lucas *et al.* [47](#tca12352-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}        2014               R               2003--2011            81               /             48.1   81           67                     14                          3            1                /          23 (16--29)            54                 151.2                             29.4
  Ricardi *et al.* [48](#tca12352-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}      2014               R               2003--2011            196              7.7           74.5   75           155                    41                          /            /                /          24.8 (9‐50)            45--60             100--151.2                        30
  Davis *et al.* [49](#tca12352-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}        2015               R               2004--2014            111              15.3          53.1   69           /                      /                           /            /                /          22.2                   37.5,48            93.6105.6                         17 (1--72)
  Davis *et al.* [50](#tca12352-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}        2015               R               2004--2013            723              48            48%    76           /                      /                           /            /                /          /                      54 (10--80)        151.2 (20--240)                   12 (1--87)
  Kelley *et al.* [51](#tca12352-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}       2015               R               2010--2012            67               0             36     79           52                     IB‐III:15                   /            Volume \< 20cc   48         105.6                  24.5 (2.4--50.3)                                     
  Kohutek *et al.* [52](#tca12352-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}      2015               R               2006--2012            211              /             43.6   77           /                      /                           /            /                100        /                      \>45               \< 100 (19.2%), \> = 100 (80.8)   25.2 (4.3--75.2)
  Zehentmayr *et al.* [53](#tca12352-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}   2015               R               2002--2010            54               /             66.7   71           40                     14                          /            37.5 (5--103)    73.8--90   /                      28.5 (2--108)                                        
  Schanne *et al.* [54](#tca12352-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}      2015               R               2003--2011            567              /             70.7   72           297\$                  223                         30           /                /          37.5(12--64)           72 (43--180)       18.8                              
                                                                                                                                                                             I (not specified):16                                                                                                                                                    

BED~10~: biological equivalent dose with α/β = 10, calculated based on the linear‐quadratic equation BED~10~ = nd \[1 + d/(α/β)\], where n and d represent the number of fractions and the dose per fraction, respectively. m, median; M, months; P, prospective; R, retrospective; SBRT, stereotactic body radiation therapy; /, not reported or obscure.

Unadjusted outcomes of overall survival (OS) and disease‐free survival (DFS) {#tca12352-sec-0013}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Overall survival rates at one, two, and three years were one of the primary endpoints in all but one of the studies.[26](#tca12352-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} The unadjusted OS rates at one, two, three, and five years for SBRT were 85.4%, 68.1.6%, 54.6%, and 29.7%, respectively. The corresponding OS rates for VATS were higher at 94.6%, 86.9%, 82.8%, and 74.0%,, respectively. The mean unadjusted DFS rates at one, two, three, and five years for VATS were 94.2%, 89.1%, 84.8%, and 74.0% compared with 83.9%, 70.9%, 65.2%, and 58.1% for SBRT (Figure [2](#tca12352-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). Without considering the differences in patient characteristics, such as age between VATS and SBRT groups, OS and DFS rates were numerically higher in the VATS patients (Figure [3](#tca12352-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}).

![Overall survival (OS) and disease‐free survival (DFS) comparison between video‐assisted thoracic surgery (VATS) and stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT) for early‐stage non‐small cell lung cancer. The figure shows a pooled presentation of one, two, three and five year OS and DFS from all studies enrolled in the meta‐analysis with corresponding data available.](TCA-7-442-g003){#tca12352-fig-0002}

![**(a)** Overall survival and (b) disease‐free survival comparison between video‐assisted thoracic surgery (VATS) and stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT) in early‐stage (stage Ia, Ib, IIa, and IIb) non‐small cell lung cancer.](TCA-7-442-g001){#tca12352-fig-0003}

Adjusted outcomes of OS and DFS by age and portion of operable patients {#tca12352-sec-0014}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

All but one of the studies reported the median age of patients, which was 68 years for VATS and 74 years for SBRT patients, respectively (67.1 ± 4.9 vs. 74.5 ± 6.5 years, respectively, *P* \< 0.0001).[20](#tca12352-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} This result suggested that age might be a confounder affecting clinical outcomes. Analyses regarding the effect of age showed that reported OS was significantly related to the reported median age for patients in a trial (*P* \< 0.05; Fig [4](#tca12352-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}a,b). DFS was similarly negatively correlated with median age (*P* \< 0.05 at 3 and 5 years; Fig [4](#tca12352-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}c,d).

![Age‐dependent overall survival (OS) and disease‐free survival (DFS) comparison between video‐assisted thoracic surgery (VATS) and stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT). Estimated (a) three‐year OS, (b) five‐year OS, (c) three‐year DFS, and (d) five‐year DFS for VATS versus SBRT by median trial age.](TCA-7-442-g005){#tca12352-fig-0004}

In 18 SBRT studies (3365 patients) reporting the proportion of SBRT patients who were operable, mean operability was 17.5% (range 0--48%; median 14.2%). Not surprisingly, mean OS improved significantly with increasing operability (*P* \< 0.05 at every time point), as shown in Figure [5](#tca12352-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}a,b. The corresponding Spearman correlation coefficients between operability and three and five‐year OS were 0.63 and 0.52, respectively. DFS was not correlated with operability (*P* \> 0.05 at 3 and 5 years; Fig. [5](#tca12352-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}c,d).

![Operability‐dependent overall survival (OS) and disease‐free survival (DFS) comparison between video‐assisted thoracic surgery (VATS) and stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT). Estimated (a) three‐year OS, (b) five‐year OS, (c) three‐year DFS, and (d) five‐year DFS for VATS versus SBRT by median trial age by proportion. Dot sizes are proportional to the number of patients in specific studies.](TCA-7-442-g006){#tca12352-fig-0005}

Given the nonrandomized nature of the data, it is crucial to control or adjust for potential confounders when making comparisons between treatments. To do so, we could only use variables that were measured and reported. One such overall confounder, which encompasses many other factors, such as comorbidities, is patient eligibility for surgery. We also used age, which, in addition, to being frequently reported, differed significantly between SBRT and surgery series and was related to OS. After we controlled for these two confounders in a regression model, there were no longer any significant differences in OS between treatments (*P* = 0.36). Specifically, after adjusting for the proportion of operable patients and median age,, there were no significant differences in OS between VATS and SBRT (HR 2.02, 95% CI 1.45--3.07; *P* = 0.47; Table [3](#tca12352-tbl-0003){ref-type="table-wrap"} and Fig [6](#tca12352-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}a). Similarly, after adjustment, there were no significant differences in DFS between treatments (*P* = 0.49), or between VATS and SBRT (HR 0.42, 95% CI 0.21--1.12; P = 0.52; Table [3](#tca12352-tbl-0003){ref-type="table-wrap"} and Fig [6](#tca12352-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}b). From the fitted regression model, we calculated the expected OS at one, two, three, and five years at fixed values of the covariate age (70 years of age) and operability (100% operable; Table [4](#tca12352-tbl-0004){ref-type="table-wrap"}). Although SBRT had higher expected OS rates but lower expected DFS rates, these differences were not statistically significant.

###### 

Model‐based overall and disease‐free survival estimates in trials with a median age of 70 and 100% operable patients

  Model                    Year   SBRT      VATS            
  ----------------------- ------ ------ ------------ ------ ------------
  Overall survival          1     0.96   0.92--0.99   0.94   0.88--0.96
                            2     0.94   0.81--0.96   0.89   0.79--0.94
                            3     0.89   0.79--0.93   0.84   0.73--0.88
                            5     0.82   0.72--0.91   0.69   0.61--0.73
  Disease‐free survival     1     0.86   081--0.92    0.97   0.95--0.99
                            2     0.8    0.77--087    0.93   0.86--0.96
                            3     0.73   0.65--0.78   0.87   0.78--0.95
                            5     0.58   0.51--0.67   0.77   0.63--0.89

CI, confidence interval; VATS, video‐assisted thoracic surgery; SBRT, stereotactic body radiation therapy.

![Estimated (a) overall survival and (b) disease‐free survival by video‐assisted thoracic surgery (VATS) versus stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT) in patients with a median age of 70 and 100% operability.](TCA-7-442-g004){#tca12352-fig-0006}

###### 

Hazard ratio (VATS to SBRT) of overall and disease‐free survival estimates from the multivariate mixed effects model

  Model                        Hazard ratio     95% CI     *P* value
  --------------------------- -------------- ------------ -----------
  Overall survival                                        
  Treatment                                                  0.38
  VATS to SBRT                     2.02       1.45--3.07     0.47
  Median age                       1.11       0.54--1.78    0.0002
  Percentage of operability        0.96       0.88--1.04     0.04
  Disease‐free survival                                   
  Treatment                                                  0.49
  VATS to SBRT                     0.42       0.21--1.12     0.52
  Median age                       0.99       0.96--1.04     0.01
  Percentage of operability        1.09       1.04--1.14     0.23

CI, confidence interval; VATS, video‐assisted thoracic surgery; SBRT, stereotactic body radiation therapy.

Discussion {#tca12352-sec-0015}
==========

Patients treated with SBRT had poorer clinical outcomes (OS and DFS) compared with those treated with VATS. However, patient characteristics of median age and portion of operability differed substantially between VATS and SBRT. After adjustment for these two confounders, the OS rate for SBRT patients was higher than for VATS, while the DFS rate for VATS was higher than for SBRT. However, there was no statistically significant difference between VATS and SBRT in patients with early stage NSCLC.

The confounders of treatment with VATS and SBRT are abundant, including clinical stage, tumor size, radiotherapy dose, bronchioloalveolar carcinoma (BAC), pathological confirmation, presumed lung cancer, peripheral or central NSCLC location, operability, and age of patients. According to Baba *et al*. and Ricardi *et al*., no difference in LC between stage IA and IB tumors exists, despite the difference in tumor size.[32](#tca12352-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#tca12352-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} However, the benefit of increasing the SBRT dose for larger tumors should be investigated further. Compared with other NSCLC subtypes, BAC appears to have similar patterns of failure and survival after treatment with SBRT; however there may be an increased risk of distant metastases in BAC.[43](#tca12352-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} There was no significant difference in OS between patients with pathologically confirmed NSCLC and those with presumed lung cancer (which was deemed most likely NSCLC).[46](#tca12352-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"} OS was favorable for patients with central lung tumors treated with SBRT.[49](#tca12352-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"} Centrally located NSCLC was compared with cases of peripheral tumor location, with OS and local progression‐free survival rates of central location NSCLC being better than peripheral.[54](#tca12352-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}

In the current meta‐analysis, we found that age and operability affect the clinical outcomes of VATS and SBRT in the treatment of early stage NSCLC.

In conclusion, considering the confounders of age and the portion of operable patients, VATS and SBRT showed inconspicuousness differences. The two treatments for early stage NSCLC are feasible and effective. However, a randomized prospective trial is needed to compare the clinical outcomes of VATS and SBRT.
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